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A Note on Seminormal Rings 
and A’-Fibrations 
CORNELIUS GREITHER 
In [S] S. Itoh characterizes weakly normal finite inclusions R c S of 
reduced noetherian rings by the property: All R-algebras which become 
symmetric algebras of an invertible S-module after tensoring with S were 
already symmetric algebras of an invertible R-module. Geometrically 
speaking, one may then test whether an R-scheme is an A’-bundle by base 
extension to S. We show that this result has a parallel for seminormal 
inclusions. This allows the proof of a theorem on the triviality of A’- 
fibrations which generalizes a result of Kambayashi and ~iyanishi. To 
include nonreduced rings, we also prove existence and uniqueness of liftings 
modulo nilpotents for A ‘-fibrations. We rely heavily on Asanuma’s work 
Cll. 
Before stating the theorems, let us define an A ‘-fibration over R as an R- 
algebra A of finite type such that k(p) OR A g/~(p)[X] for all p E Spec(R). 
All rings and algebras in this paper are commutative. 
THEOREM 1. Let R c S be a finite extension of reduced noetherian rings. 
Then the .foilowing are equivalent: 
(i) R is seminormal in S. 
(ii) Any flat A’-fjbratio~ A over R such that S @I~ A is a symmetric 
algebra of some PE Pit(S) is itself a symmetric algebra of some Q E Pit(R). 
THEOREM 2. Let R be any noetherian ring such that Rred has finite nor- 
malization. Then all flat A ‘-$brations over R are symmetric algebras if and 
only if Rred is seminormal. 
The organization is as follows: In the first section, we point out that “A’- 
fibrations and strongly projective algebras coincide.” This is implicit in [l J. 
Furthermore, we show that A’-librations can be lifted modulo nilpotents in 
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a unique way. The subclass of invertible algebras in one variable is stable 
under lifting. In the second section, we prove the theorems and conclude by 
commenting on the necessity of the finiteness condition in the second 
theorem. 
For unexplained terminology, we refer to [ 11. 
1. A'-FIBRATIONS ARE STRONGLY PROJECTIVE 
PRUPOSITION 1. Assume R noetherian and reduced. Then the following 
three statements about a flat R-algebra A are equivalents 
(i) A is an A~-~brution ouer R. 
(ii) A if weakly projective in the sense of [ 11, and 
Kruildim(k(p) OR A) = 1 for all p E Spec(R). 
(iii) Same as (ii) with “strongly” instead of “weakly.” 
Proof. (iii) + (ii) j (i) is clear. (See [ 1, Introduction and 5.81.) 
(i) =+ (iii) By [l, 5.77, A is a locally quasi-polynomial algebra in one 
variable. If A were quasi-polynomial, [ 1, 5.21 would give the result. But in 
our situation Asanuma’s proof still works, since Cl, 4.51 is valid with 
“locally quasi-polynomial” instead of “quasi-polynomial.” In the proof, one 
replaces polynomial rings by symmetric algebras of projective modules, and 
everything goes through, including the finiteness Lemma 4.2 (Ioc. cit.). 
(Alternatively, one could use Asanuma’s technique of r-pairs to show that 
A is strongly projective iff A, is strongly projective over R, for all 
P E Speck).) 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume R noetherian. Set n = Nil(R) and denote by - 
the reduction modulo n. Then for any flat A’-fibration B over R, there is (up 
to isomorphism) exactly one ji’at A’-fibration A over R with AzB. 
Moreover, A is strongly projective, and A is invertible zff A is. 
ProojI This takes some preparations. We state two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Any strongly projective R-algebra B has a lz~ing A with the 
i.1.p. (in~nitesimal lzxting property; i.e., for all R-algebras C and all ideals 
Ic C with I* = 0, the map R-alg(A, C) -+ R-alg(A, C/K) is onto). 
LEMMA 2. Zf A is a lifting of the strongly projective R-algebra B (i.e., 
2~ B) and if A has the i.l.p., then A is also strongly projective. 
Let us postpone the proof of the lemmas. Since B is strongly projective 
by Proposition 1, the two lemmas together imply the existence of some 
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strongly projective lifting A of B. Suppose the flat A’dbration C over R is 
also a lifting of B. Because of the weak projectivity of A, one gets a 
diagram 
cp is surjective because it is surjective mod nC, and its kernel is contained in 
nA. From the exact sequence TorR(C, R) + Ke(cp) + A+ g c one gets 
Ke(cp) = 0, since C is R-flat. 
To prove the last statement in Proposition 2, we assume 2 invertible. 
Then Q,, is projective of rank 1 over A. By [ 1, 6.71, 2 is stably equivalent 
to Sa(M), A4 E Pit(R). Lift M- ’ to a module NE Pit(R). The flat R- 
algebra A 0 S,(N) @ RCil becomes a polynomial ring after reducing mod n 
for big enough i, so by [ 1, 4.31 it is a polynomial ring itself, and A is inver- 
tible. 
It remains to prove the two lemmas. 
Proof of Lemma 1. The idea is to construct a lifting A via a presen- 
tation A = R[Z,],, rm/(hj, in N) with countably many generators. 
Whenever Ar B, A is forced to be finite type over R. By [7], A has the 
i.1.p. iff the Jacobian matrix J= (8hi/aZi)i,j is right invertible. J has a right 
inverse if I= J mod n has, since nN = 0 for large N. 
Now take a projective B-module A4 such that S,(M)gRr”‘. Since 
MO B(“)s BcN), we can construct an isomorphism 
cp: B[Xi-Ji, N + S,(B’“‘) --i S,(M@ B’“‘) 
--) SB(“)C ‘ilie N + Rcs’C Yilie N --) RCZjlje N. 
We have BrRIZjlie ,/(cp(Xi), ie lV). We lift cp(X,) to h,~ R[Z,]. Then 
A := R[Zj]/(hj) is a lifting of the algebra B. We claim: I= (8(cp(Xj))/8Zj) 
is invertible on the right. Let us look at the isomorphism 
dq: s-2 B[X,]/R --) %?,Z,,,.F 
By the chain rule, 
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Since the dX, form a B[X,]-basis for a free direct summand of sZ,[,,,, the 
images &(dX,) form an K[Zj]-basis for a free direct summand of GRrzj,. 
As the dZj are a basis, too, the matrix J defines a map dZiHdcp(dXi) 
which is a split mono, and therefore J has a right inverse. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 2. This proof proceeds in a somewhat roundabout 
fashion. First, we prove A is R-flat. To this end we show much more: A is a 
retract of a polynomial R-algebra. A is of finite type, so let p: Rc”] + A be 
a surjective algebra map. Then, since 1 is projective, p is split by a 
monomorphism j, say. Since Ke(R[“I -+ Rc”‘) is nilpotent, we can, by vir- 
tue of the i.l.p, inductively lift jonnA to a map i: A + R[“]. (nA is the 
canonical surjection A + A.) Then pi= F = id,-. As above, this forces pi to 
be surjective. Since A is noetherian, pi is an automorphism, whence p is 
split and A is a retract of Rt”]. 
By hypothesis, we have S,(N)= RCml for some projective B-module N. 
Now we lift N to a projective A-module M. It is clear that the R-algebra 
C= S,(M) is R-flat, because A is R-flat. This fact, together with CrRCml, 
implies Cr Rc”l as before, and consequently A is strongly projective. 
2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
To begin with the first theorem, we assume R seminormal in S, with the 
notation as in the statement of Theorem 1. By [2], we may take R local. S 
will then be semilocal. By the structure theorem of Traverso [9], R is 
obtainable from S by a finite succession of glueings over primes of R, and 
we look at one such glueing: S’ is the pullback in the diagram 
S’ c s 
P’ 
I I 
P 
k(p)=:kcK:= fi k(pJ 
i=l 
where p E Spec(R), and the pi are the primes of S over p. Each k(pi) is a 
finite field extension of k. Since A is faithfully flat over R, a similar pullback 
diagram exists for S’ OR A. By Proposition 1, A is strongly projective, and 
all the more so it has an augmentation E: A --) R. By hypothesis 
k OR Ark[X] and SOR A=S[X]. We want to infer S’ OR A%S’[X] 
from this. 
Pick uek@A, weS@A with (k@c)(u)=O=(S@.c)(w) such that 
k@A=k[u], S@A=S[w]. (0 means OR.) Then K[X] =K@ A = 
K[u] = K[ p(w)], so u and p(w) differ only by a unit of K. Thus everything 
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is graded with respect o the powers of u (or w and p(w), respectively), and 
S’@A = 0~~ Zi with Ii the pullback of ku’ and SW’ over KU’= K. p(w)‘. 
The S-module Ke(S’ 0 s)/Ke(S’ 0 a)‘, which is projective by [3, proof of 
1.101, contains I, as a direct summand (actually it is equal to it). Thus I, is 
projective, and since SZ, = SW and S’ is semilocal, I, is free cyclic: I, = S’z 
for some z. Then k. p’(z) = ku and Sz= SW, so we have k@A = k[u] = 
k[p’(z)] and S@A=S[w]=S[z], and this readily implies S’ 0 A = S’[z] 
is a polynomial ring. 
By induction over the number of glueings, it follows that R @ A = A is 
itself a polynomial ring. 
We only sketch the proof of the converse, since it is very similar to [S, 
p. 421 and [3, Theorems 3.2 and 3.41. If R c S is not seminormal, one con- 
structs an R-algebra A with S@ A ES[X], A not a symmetric algebra over 
R, as done by Itoh. Since A is obtained by the same process as in [3], A is 
(weakly) projective. So it is an A’-fibration by Proposition 1, as required. 
Let us now proceed to Theorem 2. Let A be a flat R-algebra of finite 
type, and let bars denote reduction mod Nil(R). Again by [ 1, 4.33, A is 
polynomial over R iff A is polynomial over R. By [2], we may even say: A 
is a symmetric algebra of a projective R-module iff 2 is a symmetric 
algebra of a projective R-module. By Proposition 2 (actually the existence 
of flat liftings is enough) we may restrict ourselves to the case where R is 
reduced. 
If R is seminormal and A a flat A’-fibration, we take S to be the nor- 
malization of R. By [ 1, 5.73, S OR A is locally quasi-polynomial. As S is 
normal, this just means that S OR A is locally polynomial, whence it is a 
symmetric algebra of a projective module. By Theorem 1, the conclusion 
for A follows. 
The other direction of Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 1, 
again with S = normalization of R. 
Remark. It is unnecessary to suppose that Rred has finite normalization 
in Theorem 2. One has to reprove Asanuma’s result “Flat A’-fibrations 
over neotherian normal rings R are symmetric algebras” for R an arbitrary 
Krull domain. This is done in the author’s thesis [4]. 
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